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OUTPERFORM
PUBLIC SPEAKING MASTERCLASS

A 2-Day workshop to transform your ability to speak in public.

THIS IS YOUR TIME!
"The ability to speak and communicate effectively in public is one of the greatest leadership

skills anyone can have, and you will get it. That is my promise to you."

Psychology PerformancePreparation Pitfalls

Overcome your

fears of failure, of

being judged,  of

making a mistake

and of not being

good enough.

Outline a speech for

maximum impact

and properly

rehearse it so slides

and notes become

unnecessary. 

Harness your

nervous energy

and perform your

best when it

matters most.

Be a rockstar!

Set yourself apart

by avoiding the

seven common

slip ups that

sabotage most

speakers. 

SCOTT WELLE



We’ve NEVER seen someone communicate
in such an energizing and engaging way.

Scott is one of the best speakers
I've heard in years!

Scott’s energy, passion and enthusiasm
are contagious! His presentations are
practical, engaging and motivational
for all who attend.

Your message is so important,
powerful and meaningful for anyone
wanting to grow and be at their best.

His innovative strategies will
help you be the best version
of yourself while focusing on
the process that leads to
better outcomes.

This was the gold standard of quality -
You may have to start coaching
people in doing this.

- Barb Adams, ECI

- Colin Clifford, PMI

- Bob Morgan, Wayzata Chamber

- Derek Tamm, Northwestern Mutual

- Sue Nelson, Navigate Forward

- John Warder, Top Ten Talents



Outperforming leaders are not born; they’re made.

We ALL have the capacity to “raise our game,” and

Scott Welle has spent more than 15 years helping

people do this, personally and professionally. He

has authored 9 best selling books, has a Master’s

degree in Sport Psychology, is an adjunct

professor at St. Olaf University and consults with

top performing business leaders and athletes, all

with one common goal: to OUTPERFORM. He
serves others by showing them how to tap into the

mindset of challenging their self-limiting beliefs

and aspiring to be their best everyday.

ABOUT SCOTT


